
Abbreviations Used
In This Catalog
AT/AUTO = Automatic transmission
BCKT = Bucket seat
BB = Big-block engine
CI = Cubic inches
CPE = Coupe or hardtop without pillar posts
CONV = Convertible
CYL = Cylinder (6 or 8)
DR = Door (as in 2- or 4-doors)
HP = High-performance
OM = Original Equipment Manufacturer
            (usually General Motors)
PG = Powerglide
PS = Power steering
REPRO = Aftermarket reproduction designed
                 to original GM part specification
RR = Rear
SB = Small-block engine
STD = Standard ( non-SS or non-high performance)
TH = Turbo Hydramatic shift transmissions
4-SPD = 4-speed transmission
Left (or LH) = Driver side of vehicle
Right (or RH) = Passenger side of vehicle

Largest Inventory Anywhere

The first home of the Original Parts Group was located in Anaheim, California
and was approximately 1200 square feet. That was over 19 years ago and since
then we have moved six times, always going to larger and larger facilities to
expand our product line and improve our customer service. Our newest facility
is located on over 2 acres (90,000 square feet), making it the largest operation
in the United States devoted exclusively to GM A-body parts and accessories. 
There is over 50,000 square feet under roof, with a further 4,000 square feet
under construction. We are located on Bolsa Ave., a main thoroughfare in
Huntington Beach, California, directly across the street from the southern
California headquarters facility of the Boeing Corporation. With the operational
capabilities we have in this enormous new building, we are able to pull, pack,
and fill orders for shipping with unparalleled accuracy and speed. We would like
to thank you, our loyal customers, for this explosive growth and support through
the years. Be assured that we will continue to uphold Original Parts Group's
company mission: To offer the finest reproduction and aftermarket parts and
accessories for GM A-bodies at the very best prices anywhere. So, we would
like to say…. Thank you very much for shopping at Original Parts Group.

CALL TOLL FREE
Call Toll Free to place your order at OPG. 
Simply call 1-800-243-8355. For local or 
international orders, please call (714) 230-6000.

FAX 24 HOURS A DAY
You can FAX your order to us 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week and always get the fast service
you’ve come to expect at (714) 230-6050.

Simply fill in the order form(s) in the back of this
catalog: enclose your payment of money order,
certified check, cashier’s check or credit card,
and place it in the mail. We also accept personal
checks, but the order must be held for 20 days
pending check clearance. Minimum mail order
purchase is $20.00. 

When ordering by mail and paying by check, we
require a $20 minimum order. Credit card orders
also require a minimum of $20. If you're purchasing
parts in person at OPG, no minimum is required.

SHOWROOM HOURS:
Monday through Friday 8:00AM to 5:00PM
Saturday 10:00AM to 3:00PM
We're closed on Sunday and Major U.S. Holidays

Order By Phone

Order By FAX

Order By Mail

Minimum Order

We've Expanded (Again) Into A
New 2-Acre Facility To Better Serve You!

BUY DIRECT!
BUY DIRECT!

We manufacture our own

Injection molded plastic/interior trim

Die Cast Moldings and Chrome Trim

Roll Formed Steel and Aluminum Parts

Die Cut Gaskets and Molded Rubber



All major credit cards, money orders, and cashier’s checks are accepted. 
We also accept any first party, preprinted personal checks. U.S Funds only,
please. C.O.D. (Cash On Delivery) orders are also accepted to anywhere 
in the continental U.S.

Original Parts Group’s customer service representatives are available to 
answer all your restoration questions and to take orders for merchandise 
six days a week. Please have your customer number ready (on your catalog 
above your name) when you call in. Find out how many frequent buyer points 
you have, what they’re worth, and if you have any credit to use. You can 
easily check on whether your parts and accessories were shipped, the date 
they were shipped, and an estimate of the date of delivery to your door. 

Order desk hours are (Pacific Daylight Time) 7:30AM to 5:00PM Monday 
through Friday, and on Saturday from 10:00AM to 3:00PM. Our showroom 
opens daily at 8:00AM and on Saturday at 10:00AM. 
We’re closed on Sunday and major U.S. Holidays. FAX 24 HOURS A DAY
You can FAX your order to us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and always get the
fast service you’ve come to expect at (714) 230-6050

*See our Ordering and Shipping Information page in the back of this catalog for
shipping information, merchandise return policy, and important additional
Original Parts Group policies.

Includes Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico
Our phone sales representatives are available to answer your
questions regarding restoration and to take orders for merchandise
six days a week. We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN
EXPRESS, and DISCOVER. You may also arrange to have orders
shipped C.O.D. (See “CASH ON DELIVERY” on the Ordering and 
Shipping page for details.) International Customers Please Dial
(714) 230-6000.

Original Parts Group offers a convenient FAX line for customers
who have access to a FAX machine. Our FAX machine is available
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

5252 Bolsa Avenue, Huntington Beach, CA 92649        
Simply fill in the order form(s) provided in the back of this catalog.
Money orders, certified checks and charge cards are accepted.
We recommend that you FAX your order blanks for faster service
when using a credit card, however all mail orders are processed
the same day that they are received.

Http://www.gmrestoparts.com
or www.originalpartsgroup.com 
Check out our world wide web site and virtual catalog.
Order parts and accessories 24 hours a day on our secure
server that utilizes the latest encryption technology.

Quality Reproductions

Telephone Sales &
Customer Service Hours

Methods Of Payment

Customer Service Representatives

By Mail

Order Through
The Internet

FAX Number:
1-714-230-6050

Call Toll Free:
1-800-243-8355At Original Parts Group, we pride ourselves on offering only the highest

quality restoration parts and accessories. Our full-time research department
ensures that all of our parts meet or exceed original factory specifications
for quality and durability. Our company philosophy enables us to offer a
"100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE" policy on all parts.

BUY DIRECT!

Shop
online 24/7 at ...

GMRESTOPARTS.COM
Our website

makes it easy!



*See our Ordering and Shipping Information page in the back of this catalog for shipping information, merchandise return policy, and important additional Original Parts Group policies.

 If your order is over $1000.00 and you pre-pay 
with a MONEY ORDER or CASHIER’S CHECK, 
you will receive a 10% DISCOUNT PLUS FREE 
FREIGHT. Order must exceed $1000.00 after 
discount is applied.

 If your order is over $1000.00 and you pre-pay 
with a CREDIT CARD you will receive a 5% 
DISCOUNT PLUS FREE FREIGHT. Order must 
exceed $1000.00 after discount is applied.

 If your order is over $500.00 and you pre-pay 
with a   MONEY ORDER or CASHIER’S Check, 
you will receive a   5% DISCOUNT. Order must 
exceed $500.00 after discount is applied.

IMPORTANT DISCOUNT QUALIFICATIONS:
To qualify for discount you must absolutely order all
parts at one time (no exceptions). Sorry, personal
checks do not qualify for discount (certified funds only).
C.O.D. orders are not eligible for discounts either.
Special Note:
Volume Discount pricing cannot be used in conjunction
with any other special promotions, sales, or discounts! 
TRUCK FREIGHT AND OVERSIZED FedEx GROUND 
ITEMS NOT FREIGHT FREE.

Credit Cards
You may place your order using VISA, MASTERCARD, 
AMERICAN EXPRESS, or DISCOVER. When placing 
your credit card order, be sure to include your name as 
it appears on the card, the entire card number, the 
date of expiration, and the security code located on the
back of VISA, MasterCard, Discover and the front of 
American Express. IMPORTANT: We must be able to
verify the shipping address as the credit card holder’s. 
Minimum credit card purchase is $20.00.

Back Orders
Many items in our giant inventory move quickly, and rarely are we out
of stock on any items for any length of time. Over 90% of all items that
are out of stock at the time you place your original order are in within
5 days. We maintain a sophisticated back order tracking system in our
computer that automatically ships any items due to you when they become
available. Normally, back orders take as little as 5 days to receive, but can
take as much as 30 days. For an estimated time of arrival, call our
customer service department at 1-800-243-8355.

Sales Tax Information
Orders outside California are exempt from California State Sales Tax at
the time of this printing. California residents are required to add sales tax.
Due to the periodic unforeseen changes in the California Sales Tax and
Federal Interstate Tax System, rates are subject to change. The current
California State Sales Tax at the time of this printing is 7-3/4 %.

Money Orders & Cashier’s Check
Money orders, cashier’s check and certified checks are 
accepted. On pre-paid mail orders, this is the fastest 
method of insuring that your order is processed as 
quickly as possible, usually within 24 hours.

Personal Checks
To use a personal check or business check on pre-paid 
orders, the name, address, and check number must be 
pre-printed on the check. Only first party checks will be 
accepted. All orders paid by personal check are held 20 
business days pending check clearance. If you are 
mailing your order and need the parts in a hurry, we 
recommend sending a money order, cashier’s check, 
or paying by any of the major credit cards that we accept.

Prices
The prices in this catalog were in effect at the time of printing, and
supersede all prices in any previous OPG publication. OPG reserves
the right to change prices without notice. Availability of all parts and
accessories in this catalog subject to change without notice. OPG
reserves the right to discontinue products, services, and accessories
without notice.

General InformationVOLUME
DISCOUNTS!

VOLUME
DISCOUNTS!

ARE YOU PLANNING A
MAJOR RESTORATION?
We have the largest selection and the best prices...
Why not go one step further and save an additional
5 or 10% on selected items? You can get it all here
and take advantage of the best service and selection
available anywhere!



Reproductions Manufactured in-house
by Original Parts Group.
Your satisfaction 100% Guaranteed!

We have added hundreds of new products for 2003. 
From interior products to quality steel reproductions and 
everything in between! Throughout the catalog there is 
something new for everyone!

There are hundreds of products throughout 
this catalog that are either special purchases from the 
manufacturer, overstocked in our warehouse, or loss 
leaders. Whatever the reason, our sale merchandise is 
still the best you can get at rock bottom pricing!

Our made in the USA icon speaks for itself...
American-manufactured products, of course!

In this catalog, the GM Restoration Parts Emblem 
indicates that a product is officially licensed to
Original Parts Group by General Motors.

All merchandise in this catalog having a trademark or related logo of General 
Motors is licensed as necessary pursuant to copyright and trademark laws 
under agreements between Original Parts Group’s supplier and General Motors.

Guide, Chevelle, El Camino and the GM RESTORATION PARTS  emblems
are trademarks of General Motors Corporation and are used under license to 
Original parts Group Incorporated.

Order Blanks & Shipping Policy in Back of Catalog
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Fuel Tank Assembly

Fuel Tank Strap Hardware

Steel Fuel Tank Mounting Straps

$4.95

$9.95

These fuel tanks are identical to the originals, including the sender opening.
Each tank comes complete with a new filler neck. Your satisfaction guaranteed.
AD0GM5B 70   Monte Carlo 20 gallon (import) w/o EEC.................................. 169.95
AD0GM5C 70-72 Monte Carlo 20 gallon/3 vent (import) w/ EEc.......................... 169.95

each
each

NOTE: This item is OVERSIZED and requires an additional freight charge of $14.95 each.

PZ00723 70-72 .................................................................. pair   19.95

This is the tar-like material that prevents metal-to-metal wear between the
straps and gas tank due to vibrations. The seals go between the steel straps
and the gas tank. They also prohibit annoying squeaks usually heard after
removing and reinstalling the tank for repair, or replacing the it with a new
one. Each set includes both sides.
G54883 70-77 ................................................................. KIT     4.95

Includes bolts, nuts, and washers to attach you fuel tank straps.
CH25363 70-72 ................................................................................ KIT     9.95

Available for standard and high-performance models.                         
DT38HCB STANDARD KIT:                                                
Includes both 3/8" & 1/4" hoses, plus correct green 3/8" clamps and  
red 1/4" clamps for non-high performance models with vapor return line
DT38HCS HIGH PERFORMANCE KIT:                                        
These exact reproductions include both 3/8" gas hoses, plus pinched  
clamps (green) from front hose-to-pump and rear hose-to-gas sender   
unit connection for single one-piece gas line.                       

DT38HC 70-77 ................................................................................ KIT     4.95
DT38HB 70-77 ................................................................................ KIT     4.95

$4.95

Fuel Hose Kits

Fuel Tank Mounting Strap 
Anti-Squeak Kit

$19.95

$169.95

AD0GM6B
pictured

Exact factory duplicate. Use with CH25363 strap hardware kit.
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Fuel Tank Sender Wire

Fuel Tank & Carb Inlet Pipe

$39.95

STARTING AT

$59.95

License Plate Bracket
(Fuel Tank Door)

Original Gas Cap
Original GM                      
Replace your lost or stolen gas cap                  

28535  70-72 ................................................................ each   18.95
11910  70-72 ................................................................ each   19.95
28940  70-72 ................................................................ each   16.95

Available in Repro or GM
1970-72 = 0-90 ohms

AP00078 70   3/8" line w/o return line (GM)........................ 129.95

PZ00734 70 3/8" line w/ 1/4" return (repro)...................... 59.95
CH20870 71-72 3/8" line w/o return line (repro)..................... 59.95
CH20871

CH20871

71-72 3/8" line w/1/4" return (repro)....................... 59.95

each

each
each
each

CH20872 70 3/8" line w/o return line (repro)..................... 69.95each

CH40096 70 3/8" line w/o return line (GM)........................ 159.95each

CH21030 70-72 Replacement O-Ring Gasket....................... 2.95each

AD0LR6 70-72 Sending Unit Retainer/O-Ring Gasket......... 5.49each
KR00405 70-72 Lock Retainer............................................... 2.95each

PZ00600 70-72 Original GM................................................. 49.95each

PZ00735 vent pipe 2" ID X 16-3/4" OL. (Cut to size.) Fits 1970-77 Monte Carlo.
PZ00735 70-77 Fuel tank vent.......................................... 39.95each

$49.95

Fuel Tank Sending Unit

STARTING AT

$12.50
PZ00727 70   Vented type............................................. 16.95
PP00315 76-77 ................................................................ 12.50

each
each

PZ00727

PP00315

28940  

$16.95
STARTING AT

Exact factory duplicate with the correct plug ends and length for all 70-72 
Monte Carlo.

Replace your broken original with these genuine GM originals.
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Holley Electric Fuel Pumps

The Holley electric fuel pumps provide constant fuel flow with no pulsation.
Each have externally accessible pressure relief valves and are more tolerant
of contaminated fuels. Each pump weighs approximately 3 pounds and includes
mounting bracket. The "red" pump flows 97 GPH (free flow) and 67 GPH at 5
PSI. The "blue" pump flows 110 GPH (free flow) and 70 GPH at 9 PSI and
includes fuel pump pressure regulator CH20503. These pumps are not
designed or recommended for use on fuel injection systems. Use of safety
shut-off switch CH20505 is strongly recommended.
CH20502 "red" pump (Holley # 12-801-1)........................... each   99.95

CH20504 "blue" pump & regulator (Holley # 12-802-1)....... each  109.95
CH20503 fuel pump regulator (Holley #12-803).................. each   29.95

CH20505 safety shut-off switch (Holley #12810)................. each   19.95

SB (Holley # 12-834).............................................. each   59.95
BB (Holley # 12-835).............................................. each   59.95

Holley’s competition mechanical fuel pumps free flow 110 GPH at 6.5-8 psi.
The polished housing can be rotated 360 degrees to fit any configuration.
3/8" NPT inlet/outlet ports.
CH20144 SB (Holley # 12-327-11)........................................ each   69.95
CH20145 BB (Holley # 12-454-11)........................................ each   74.95

Holley High-Performance
Mechanical Fuel Pumps

Holley Street Mechanical
Fuel Pump

STARTING AT

$99.95

STARTING AT

$69.95

CH20502

CH20503

CH25047

CH20144

Includes the pump and gasket. These are original replacements from GM.      

PP00339 70-72 307........................................................... each   27.00
PP00341 70-75 327,350 (ex. CAC) type #40726.............. each   28.00

PP00338 70   396,454 w/sp hi perf................................. each   32.75

PP00343 71-72 350 w/4-bbl w/CAC type #40867............. each   39.00
PP00342 72   400,454, 4-bbl carb ex/sp perf................. each   59.30
PP00345 73   454 4 1/2" btm to mnt holes..................... each   41.00
PP00344 73-75 350,400 w/CAC 2-&4- barrel carb............ each   33.00
PP00346 74-75 454 4" btm to mt holes............................. each   69.95
Note: PP00344 includes inlet, outlet and vent outlet.                       

CH25047
CH25048

Don’t forget about the fuel pump when you’re building a high-performance
engine. These Holley mechanical fuel pumps flow a whopping 80
gallons-per-hour free-flow and have a preset 7.5 psi shut-off valve so no
pressure regulator is needed. The lower body of the pump has 3/8 NPT fittings
and it can be rotated so it will fit any chassis. The aluminum pump housing
is ball-burnished for that polished look.

$59.95

STARTING AT

$27.00

Original Fuel Pumps
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Barry Grant Six-Valve Fuel Pump

Barry Grant Electric Fuel Pump

Recommended for stock and street performance. For use on engines up to
400 hp. Features 8 psi shutoff pressure with fuel delivery up to 80 gallons per
hour free-flow. New, not rebuilt with 1/4"-NPT inlet/outlet ports complete
with 3/8"-I.D. fuel hose fittings.

 

CH22414 V8 265-400 & 409................................................. each   69.95
CH22415 V8 396-454........................................................... each   69.95

Recommended for competition only. For use on engines up to 650hp.
Features 9 psi shutoff pressure with fuel delivery up to 130 gallons per hour
free-flow. High-polish zinc-plated finish with large 1/2"-NPT inlet/outlet ports. 
CH22416 V8 265-400 & 409............................................... each    89.95
CH22417 V8 396-454......................................................... each    89.95

Get up to 130 gallons per hour of fuel delivery with the BG six-valve fuel
pump. Two versions are offered for small- and big-blocks; one having a 9 psi
maximum pressure, good for gasoline, and the second one that has a 15 psi
maximum rating, good for gasoline and alcohol. The 15 psi pump has to be
used with a diphragm bypass (OPG #CH25119) when used with gasoline,
and a throttle bypass for alcohol use. 
CH25125 262-400 (9 psi) (BG # 170006)............................. each   99.95
CH25126 262-400 (15 psi) (BG # 170007)........................... each   99.95
CH25127 396-454 (9 psi) (BG # 170008)............................. each   99.95
CH25128 396-454 (15 psi) (BG # 170009)........................... each   99.95

The street electric pump will flow up to 220 gallons per hour continuously
and it has a diaphragm bypass that mounts at the carburetor to return excess
fuel to the tank, allowing the pump to run cooler for longer life. It only
weighs 3.5 lbs. and draws only 8 amps at 13.6 volts. The race pump weighs
6 lbs., can handle 650 horsepower and has the capacity to flow up to 280
gallons per hour in short bursts, such as drag racing. This pump is factory
set to 20 psi and has an internal bypass so the it won’t cavitate and keep
the motor cool. Both pumps require -10 AN inlet feed lines and are covered by
Barry Grant’s lifetime labor warranty. A "must use" with either of these
pumps is the 30 amp relay and harness that provides continuous full voltage
for optimum performance and flow. 
CH25091 280 GPH (BG # 170002)..................................... each   299.95
CH25093 220 GPH & bypass (BG # 170013)..................... each   249.95
CH25094 30 amp fuel pump relay/harness......................... each    19.95

$69.95

Chrome-Plated Street
Fuel Pumps

$99.95

Get maximum fuel volume for maximum power
Available for gasoline or alcohol

CH25125

$89.95

Competition Fuel Pumps

STARTING AT

$249.95

CH22414

CH22417

CH25093
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Edelbrock Performer Series
Street Fuel Pumps

Competition Cams Fuel
Pump Pushrods

ARP Fuel Pump Pushrod

Chrome Moly Fuel Pump Rod

Edelbrock Victor Series
Racing Fuel Pumps

$77.95

STARTING AT

$21.95

$19.95

$19.95

Designed to match Performer Series carbs. Six valves and a flow capacity of
110 gallons per hour supprts engines with up to 550 HP. Features a 3/8" NPT
inlet and outlet that are larger than stock and produces 6 psi.

 

CH24005 SB (265-400) (Edel. # 1721)............................... each   72.95
CH24006 BB (396-454) (Edel. # 1722)............................... each   82.95

Flow capacity for Edelbrock’s 6-valve racing fuel pump is 130 gallons per
hour as compared to conventional racing pumps at 114 per hour. A must for
drag racing, circle track racing, street machines or any other application
that demands a high-volume fuel delivery. High volume 1/2" NPT inlet and
outlet orifices surpass the capacity of conventional models. Also, the finest
quality materials are used along with 6-valve pump body and large
alcohol-proof diaphragm. Beautifully detailed with aircraft-type Allen bolts.
Produces 13 to 14 psi. For gasoline and alcohol. Use with Fuel Pressure
Regulator #CH24004. 
CH24002 SB (265-400) (Edel. # 1711)................................ each   77.95
CH24003 BB (396-454) (Edel. # 1712)................................ each   77.95

Fits mechanical fuel pumps only. Made of 4130 chrome moly steel tubing.
Stock pump rods normally max out about 6000 RPM, these will go to 7500 RPM. 
C210062

For mechanical fuel pumps

70-77 ................................................................... each   19.95

Required on roller cams                              

L201244 steel rod, rollertip (Comp # 4609)........................... each   99.95
L201245 lightweight w/steel tip (Comp # 4616)..................... each   21.95

Made from premium grade aerospace chrome moly and centerless ground to
precise diameter. These pushrods have hollow cores which reduce the
reciprocating mass, which requires less energy to operate.
CH24073 SB........................................................................... each   19.95
CH54074 BB........................................................................... each   19.95

STARTING AT

$72.95

CH24006

CH24003

CH24073

L201245
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Barry Grant Electric Fuel Pump
Mounting Brackets

Fuel Pump Mounting Bolts

ARP Fuel Pump Mounting Bolts

$10.95

STARTING AT

$8.95

$8.95

STARTING AT

$22.95

STARTING AT

$4.95

These polished plates are used when switching from a mechanical fuel
pump to an electric fuel pump.
C210058 70-77 small-block............................................... each   10.95
C210059 70-77 big-block................................................... each   29.95

We offer both the original GM version of this small-block plate and our own
chrome version. (The chrome-plated one includes a mounting gasket.) 
PP00347 70-75 GM version..................................................     7.95
TD02310 70-77

each
eachchrome plated..............................................     4.95

CH20076 hex head - black................................................... set     8.95
CH20077 12 pt. head - black................................................ set     8.95
CH20078 hex head - stainless............................................. set     9.95
CH20079 12 pt. head - stainless.......................................... set     9.95

Correct 3/8" headed bolts with lock washers.                            
FP34000 70-72 ................................................................. each     8.95

 

Clamp mounts with rubber insulators                  

Mount your Barry Grant electric fuel pumps securely with these extra-strong
steel mounts. Available for both the 280 gph (OPG #CH25086) and 220 gph
(OPG #CH25668) electric fuel pumps. OPG #CH25668 mount will also work
for fuel filter OPG #CH25087.
CH25086 (BG # 170030)......................................................... KIT   22.95
CH25668 (BG # 170032)......................................................... KIT   23.95

Small-Block Fuel Pump
Mounting Plate

Polished Fuel Pump
Block-Off Plates
Big-block or small-block         

C210058

CH20079

CH25668

PP00347
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Edelbrock Braided Fuel Line

STARTING AT

$31.95
Designed to be used with Holley standard flange dual feed carbs. Adjust fuel
pressure from 4-1/2 to 9 psi. Recommended with use of Edelbrock Racing 
Fuel Pumps or high output fuel pumps. Includes fittings, mounting plate, 
fuel line, and regulator.
CH24007 Single regulator, dual outlet, std flange (Edel. # 8192)..................... each   88.95
CH24008 Single regulator, dual outlet, std flange w/GM throttle bracket (Edel. # 8195) each   99.95

Allows you to adjust fuel pressure from 4-1/2 to 9 psi. Inlet and outlet
sizes are 3/8" NPT.
CH24004 (Edel. # 8190)......................................................... each 59.95

Provides a connection from fuel pumps to regulator. One-piece pre-assembled
kit comes in two lengths. Fits 1/2" NPT outlet/inlet.
CH23999 22" (SB) (Edel. # 8122)........................................... each   49.95
CH24001 27" (BB) (Edel. # 8127)........................................... each   66.95

CH24204 Performer (Edel. # 72050).................................................. each   65.95
CH24205 Performer repair kit (Edel. # 72200)................................... KIT   31.95
CH24327 Performer RPM (Edel. # 72051)......................................... each   59.95
CH24328 Performer RPM repair kit (Edel. # 72203).......................... KIT   31.95

Edelbrock Stainless Steel
Nitrous Fuel Solenoids

These high-quality fuel solenoids feature a very low amperage draw. Performer
Solenoids offer a fuel flow rate of up to 100 HP at 6 psi with 1/8" inlet/outlet pipe
threads. Performer RPM Solenoids have flow capabilities up to 250 HP at 6 psi
with 1/8" inlet/outlet threads. 

STARTING AT

$49.95

$59.95

Edelbrock Fuel
Pressure Regulator

STARTING AT

$88.95

Edelbrock Fuel Pressure
Regulator Kits

CH24008

CH24204

Edelbrock Inline Aluminum
Fuel Filter

$92.95

$14.95

 

CH25087 (BG # 170018).................................................................... each   92.95
CH25088 replacement filter (BG # 170019)........................................ each   17.95

Finest quality polished aluminum in-line fuel filter bears the distinctive
Edelbrock script. Accepts either 5/16" or 3/8" fuel line. 10 micron
replaceable element. Recommended for use with Performer Series carbs.
Comes complete with hose clamps, filter, element, springs and o-ring.
CH24010 fuel filter (Edel. # 8873)....................................................... each   14.95
CH24011 replacement element (Edel. # 1927)................................... each     9.95

Ultra high-flow fuel filter -
Works with super high-volume
fuel pumps.              

Barry Grant Fuel Filter

This filter filters down to a very fine 8 microns and does not lose any flow
volume at all, even at high fuel pressures. With threaded endcaps, filter
replacement is easy and the filter is compatible with gasoline or alcohol.
Use OPG #CH25668 to mount the filter.

CH25087

CH24010
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Russell Clear Flow Fuel Filters

Fuel Filters Holley Inline Fuel Filters

K&N Mini Billet Fuel Filter

$9.95

Universal fit with a nylon mesh element that can be cleaned or replaced. For 
carbureted engines making less than 300 HP. For use with pump gas only.     
CH24315 - Long filter: 5-3/8" x 1-1/8" with 1/8" NPT inlet/oulet            
CH24316 - Short filter: 4-1/4" x 1-1/8" with 1/8" NPT inlet/outlet          
CH24315 ................................................................................ each    6.95
CH24316

CH24316

................................................................................ each    6.95
CH24317 Long replacement filter........................................... each    5.95
CH24318 Short replacement filter........................................... each    5.95

 
C220362

C220362

1/4" barbed ends......................................................... each 54.95
C220363 5/16" barbed ends....................................................... each 54.95
C220364

C220364

-6 AN ends.................................................................. each 54.95

 
L220111

L220111

3/8" hose size (Holley # 162-523)................................ each     9.95
L220112 5/16" hose size (Holley # 162-524).............................. each     9.95

 
C220416 3/8" inlet/outlet polished......................................... each    7.95
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$12.95

Russell Clear Flow Plus Fuel Filter

Part #  Description Length Diameter Inlet/Outlet Price

5" 1 1/8"

4.95

12.95

Available with -6 male outlets or 1/8" NPT outlets with 1/4", 5/16" and 3/8" 
universal barb adapters. Includes sintered-bronze element that can be cleaned 
or replaced. Flows at 60 GPH and is rated at 7 psi.

PA
R

T
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645420

645430

645470

645490
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TClear Flow

Plus 1/8" Female - Red

Clear Flow
Plus 1/8" Female - Blue

Clear Flow
Plus -6 - Red

Replacement Element

5"

3 5/8"

1 1/8"

1 1/8" P
R

IC
E

1/8" NPT

1/8" NPT

-6 Male

12.95

14.95

Made of billet aluminum with a sintered-bronze 40 micron element that can be 
cleaned or replaced. Made for carbureted engines making less than 300 HP.

Part #  Description Length Diameter Inlet/
Outlet Price

3"

3" 1 1/8"
Red Fuel Filter - 1/4" 3" 1 1/8"

Chrome Fuel Filter - 1/4" 3" 1 1/8" 1/4"

10.95

10.95
10.95

10.95

- - - 3.95

645000

645010

651660

PA
R

T
 #

645020

645060
645070
645080
645090

645120

645030

3"
3"
3"
3"
3"

1 1/8"

1 1/8"
1 1/8"
1 1/8"
1 1/8"
1 1/8" 3/8"

5/16"
5/16"
5/16"
5/16"

1/4"

1/4"
1/4"

10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95

Blue Fuel Filter - 1/4"

Black Fuel Filter - 1/4"

Chrome Fuel Filter - 5/16"

Black Fuel Filter - 5/16"
Blue Fuel Filter - 5/16"
Red Fuel Filter - 5/16"

Chrome Fuel Filter - 3/8"

Bronze Filter Element Only

3" 10.95645130 1 1/8" 3/8"Red Fuel Filter - 3/8"

3" 1 1/8" 10.95645140 3/8"Blue Fuel Filter - 3/8"

3" 1 1/8" 10.95645150 3/8"Black Fuel Filter - 3/8"

$10.95

Russell Aluminum Street 
Fuel Filters 645140 645130 645000 645150

645470 645480

$7.95

$54.95

STARTING AT

$5.95
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Holley 4175 Factory 
Replacement Carburetor

Holley Mechanical
Secondary Carburetors

Holley Factory Replacement
Carburetors

The Holley 4175 is a 650 cfm carburetor designed with front mounted fuel
bowl fittings like the Quadrajet. The spread-bore design features electric
choke, all necessary vacuum ports, power valve blowout protection, vacuum
secondaries, and a 30cc accelerator pump. Made of aluminum with a zinc
dichromate finish. 
L220158 70-77 350 (Holley # 0-80555C)....................... each   340.95

L220157 - This is a 600 cfm carburetor from the Street Legal Series. This
vacuum secondary carburetor is legal in all 50 states. Made as a direct
replacement for stock 4-barrel carburetors. Features all metal parts, electric
choke and PCV, EGR, manifold and distributor vacuum, and vapor canister
purge ports. Made of aluminum with a gold irridated finish.
L220157

L220157

70-74 307, 400, (Holley # 0-80450)................ each   282.95

Designed for ease of installation with maximum performance. Features vacuum
secondaries, manual or electric choke and power valve blow-out protection.
finished in bright zinc.
CH20170 600 cfm/ elec. choke (Holley # 0-80457S)........... each   273.95
CH20171 600 cfm/ man. choke (Holley # 0-1850S)............. each   263.95
CH20172 750 cfm/ elec. choke (Holley # 0-80508S)........... each   304.95
CH20173 750 cfm/ man. choke (Holley # 0-3310S)............. each 275.95

Holley’s "double-pumper" features accelerator pumps on both primary and
secondaries for instant throttle response. Features include dual feed center
hung float bowls, mechanical choke with fast idle adjustment, in a classic gold 
finish.  NOTE: All carburetors are manual choke.  
CH20206 600 cfm - gold (Holley # 0-4776C)........................ each 338.95
CH20207 650 cfm - gold (Holley # 0-4777C)........................ each 366.95
CH20208 750 cfm - gold (Holley # 0-4779C)........................ each 451.95
CH20209 850 cfm - gold (Holley # 0-4781C)........................ each 532.95

STARTING AT

$338.95

STARTING AT

$273.95

Holley Vacuum Secondary
Carburetors

$340.95

$282.95

CH20171

CH20208
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Holley 390 CFM Carburetor

Stubstack High-Performance
Air Horn

Holley Street Avenger
Carburetor 4bbl

$44.95

K&N Square-Bore Carb Stubstack

$44.95

Stainless & Colored Throttle
Return Springs

STARTING AT

$5.95

Throttle Return Spring Kit

STARTING AT

$9.95

Made for small displacement V8 or six cylinder engines, this 390 CFM
carburetor includes electric choke, side hung float bowls, a universal throttle
lever and vacuum secondaries.
CH20501 70-72 (Holley # 08007).................................... each   325.95

Features an electric choke, clear fuel sight plugs, 4 vacuum ports, metered
for low end torque, quick acceleration, and top end horse power. Quick
change adjustable vacuum secondaries.

 

C210116 70-77 570 CFM (Holley # 0-80570)................. each   359.95
C210117 70-77 670 CFM (Holley # 0-80670)................. each   379.95
C210118 70-77 770 CFM (Holley # 0-80770)................. each   379.95

The throttle return spring kit
provides safety and looks great.
The bracket is chrome plated, while
the springs are nickel-bright plated
to resist rust.

 

C210302 for Holley carbs....................................................... KIT   16.95
C210303 for Edelbrock carbs................................................. KIT     9.95

Inner/Outer (2 springs).                           
CH25246 stainless................................................................... pair 5.95
CH25247 black........................................................................ pair 8.95
CH25248 blue.......................................................................... pair 8.95
CH25249 red........................................................................... pair 8.95
CH25250 gold.......................................................................... pair 19.95

The K&N Stubstackfor Holley carbs reduces turbulence, improves metering 
accuracy, straightens and speeds up air flow for improved power and performance.

 
 

CH20317 70-77 ..................................................................... each   44.95
NOTE: Stubstack will only work on 4150/4160 Holley carburetors with or without chokehorn

Using the K&N Stubstack on your Edelbrock carb straightens out and increases
the airflow, reduces turbulence and obstructions in the venturi and boosts the
metering accuracy for a big performance improvement. Test have shown a 40
cfm increase in airflow on a 850 cfm carb, and this can translate into as much
as an 10% gain in power using the Stubstack. And it can be used inside of your
present air cleaner. Stubstacks work best with a 4" or 5" tall air cleaner elements.

 

 

 
CH25266 ................................................................................. each   44.95

$325.95

STARTING AT

$359.95

C210117
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Holley Carburetor Jet
Assortment Kit

Holley Carburetor Accelerator
Pump Squirters

Holley Main Jets

$39.95

$18.99

$5.99

STARTING AT

$6.99

$10.99

NOTE: 2 per package.
CH20174 62 jets..................................................................... each     5.99
CH20175 64 jets..................................................................... each     5.99
CH20176 66 jets..................................................................... each     5.99
CH20177 68 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20178 70 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20179 72 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20180 74 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20181 76 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20182 78 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20183 80 jets.................................................................. each     5.99
CH20184 82 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20185 84 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20186 86 jets................................................................... each     5.99
CH20187 88 jets................................................................... each     5.99

Squirter hole size determines its rate of discharge. A larger hole will discharge
fuel at a faster rate, and with less pressure.
NOTE: (1) squirter, (2) gaskets per package.  
CH20188 .028 hole size........................................................ each   10.99
CH20189 .031 hole size........................................................ each   10.99
CH20190 .032 hole size........................................................ each   10.99
CH20191 .035 hole size........................................................ each   10.99
CH20192 .037 hole size........................................................ each   10.99
CH20193 .040 hole size........................................................ each   10.99
CH20194 .042 hole size........................................................ each   10.99
CH20195 .045 hole size........................................................ each   10.99

 

CH20159 3.5 HG.................................................................... each     6.99
CH20160 4.5 HG.................................................................... each     6.99
CH20161 5.5 HG.................................................................... each   12.95
CH20162 6.5 HG.................................................................... each     6.99
CH20163 7.5 HG.................................................................... each     6.99
CH20164 8.5 HG.................................................................... each     6.99

 

Package includes seven springs.                    
CH20196 (Holley # 20-13)...................................................... each     8.99

Take away all the frustration of
disassembling your vacuum secondary
housing by replacing it with the
quick-change housing. Installs in
minutes to any Holley vacuum secondary carb to make changing the spring easy. 
CH20197 (Holley # 2059)...................................................... each 9.95

 

Includes 8 pump cams.                             
CH20198 (Holley # 2012)....................................................... each   18.99

This is the professional way to tune your Holley carburetor. This kit consists
of two each of thirty-six different jet sizes, ranging from #64 to #99. Stored in
a plastic case that keeps all jets separate.

 

CH20199 (Holley # 36-181).................................................. each   39.95

Holley Carburetor Quick-Change
Secondary Spring Housing

Holley Carburetor Power Valves

Holley Carburetor Vacuum
Secondary Spring Kit

Holley Carburetor Accelerator
Pump Cam Kit

$9.95

$8.99
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Vacuum Line
Plastic Caps

Holley Carburetor
Throttle Studs

Holley Carburetor
Secondary Metering
Block Kit

Holley Carburetor
Clear Fuel Sight
Plug

Holley Carburetor
Fuel Bowl Fitting

Holley Carburetor
Vacuum Secondary
Replacement
Diaphragm

$4.95

$5.99

$5.95

Holley Carburetor
Gaskets

Fits most 4150 and 4010 Holley square flange
carburetors with vacuum secondaries.
CH20200 (Holley # 135-4)......... each   10.99

Installs into your existing fuel bowls. Magnifying
surface makes it easy to see your fuel level in
your bowls for adjustment. NOTE: 2 per package. 
CH20165 (Holley # 26113)............ each    5.99

CH20151 (Holley # 26-26)...................... each    7.99

CH20152 7/32" short (Holley # 2037)....... each     5.95
CH20153 7/32" standard (Holley # 20-38) each     5.95

CH20150 (Holley # 20-2)........... each   11.99

This kit includes all the necessary gaskets and
hardware needed to convert your carburetor's
secondary metering plate to a metering block.
CH20157 standard finish (Holley # 3413). each   32.95
CH20158 bright zinc (Holley # 34-13S).... each   32.95

Comes with (2)-1/8", (6)-3/16", (6)-1/4", (2)-5/16"
& (4)-3/8".
CH22023 20 pieces..................... set    4.95

NOTE: 2 per package.                          
CH20154 metering block - front (Holley # 108892)..each    5.99
CH20155 metering block - rear (Holley # 108902).. each    7.95
CH20156 fuel bowl (Holley # 108-83-2)......... each    5.99

$7.99 $10.99

$11.99

Holley Carburetor
Ball Stud Kit

STARTING AT

$5.99

$32.95

CH20152

CH20158

CH20155

CH20156

CH20154

7/8" - 20 X 5/8" - 18
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$79.95

$2.99

$5.95

$11.95 $59.95

STARTING AT

$16.99
$10.95 $26.95

Holley Carburetor
Transfer Tube Seals

Holley Carburetor 
Trick Kit

Holley Carburetor
Transmission Kickdown
Stud

Holley Carburetor 
Needle & Seat 
Assembly

Holley Carburetor 
Braided Stainless
Fuel Line

Holley Carburetor 
Rebuild Kit

Holley Carburetor 
TH350 Transmission
Kickdown Bracket

Holley Replacement
Electric Choke Caps

This complete kit gives you everything you need 
to rebuild, adjust and tune your performance
carburetor. Includes: High flow needle and seat,
vent baffles, high capacity power valves, an
assortment of pump cams, an assortment of pump
discharge squirters and an assortment of 
secondary springs. NOTE: Fits 1850s, all 3310s 
and 4776 - 4781 carburetors.

 

CH20149 (Holley # 37933)............. each 79.95

This complete rebuild kit comes with gaskets, 
pump diaphragms, needle and seat, power valve 
float gauges and a detailed instruction kit.   
CH20146 1850 carbs (Holley# 37119) each 16.99
CH20147 3310 carbs (Holley# 37-754) each 22.99
CH20148 4776-4781 carbs (Holley# 37485)each 31.99

Holley’s fuel resistant neoprene o-rings seal the
transfer tube to prevent messy fuel leaks.
NOTE: 2 per package. 
CH20201 (Holley # 2637)................. pair 2.99

Viton-tipped, high flow needle and seat assembly
come one per package.
CH20202 .110" high flow (Holley# 6504) each 11.95

This bracket is designed to bolt on to a small-block 
V8 intake manifold. It is a mounting point for the 
TH350 kickdown cable.

 
 

CH20204 (Holley # 20-45)........... each 10.95

CH20203 (Holley # 20-40).........                   each 5.95

This rugged billet-style line has AN aluminum 
fittings. Designed to be used on any Holley 34-29 
model 4150 carburetor.
CH20205 (Holley # 34-29)................ each 59.95

Works on carburetor models 2300, 4150, 4160,
4010 and 4011. Also for Holley choke conversion 
kits 45-223, 45-224, 45-226, 45-449, 45-450 & 45-459. 
CH24888 ................................... each 26.95

CH20146
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Holley Carb Adapters Holley Throttle Cable Bracket

Holley Carb Spacers

Holley Throttle Cable Bracket
& Springs Holley Fuel Bowls

Holley Fuel Bowl Quick Change Kit

STARTING AT

$42.95

STARTING AT

$27.95

$71.95

$162.95

STARTING AT

$13.95

STARTING AT

$36.95

L220153 - Square-flange to spread-bore. Cast aluminum, adapts to 
any 4150 or 4160 carb to Quadrajet or Carter manifolds, also can be 
used in reverse.
L220154 - Square-flange to Dominator. 2" high, cast aluminum. Use
on any 4150 or 4160 carb to be mounted on a manifold designed
specifically for a Dominator carb.
L220153 (Holley # 17-6)........................................ each 42.95
L220154 (Holley # 7539)....................................... each 60.95 Made of billet aluminum, this red bracket is multi-adjustable. Works on all Holley 

4150 & 4160 carbs. Includes dual stainless springs, & all the necessary hardware.
L220125 (Holley # 20-112).................................................................... each 71.95

Chrome bracket is for throttle cable and return springs. Includes 
dual stainless springs. Works on 4150 and 4160 carbs.
L220129 bracket/springs (Holley# 20-88)................ set 19.95
L220130 springs only (Holley# 20-89)..................... set 13.95

Fits 4150 & 4160 carbs. Also converts a carb with single inlet, side-hung bowls, with 
transfer tubes to a dual inlet, center hung fuel bowl. Dual inlets can be plumbed from
either side. 
L220124 (Holley # 34-2)...................................................................... set 162.95

L220144 Spread-bore - 5/8" high......................................................... 29.95
L220145 4150 flange - phenolic, 9/16" bores, 1/2 high....................... 27.95
L220146 4150 flange - phenolic, 9/16" bores, 1" high......................... 29.95
L220148 4150 flange - phenolic, 11/16" bores, 1" high....................... 34.95
L220149 4150 flange - aluminum, 11/16" bores, 1" high..................... 72.95
L220137

L220137

4150 flange - open, 1/2" high................................................ 41.95
L220139 4150 flange - aluminum, open, 1" high................................. 80.95
L220141 4150 flange - billet, open, 1" high, red anodiz w/ 1/4" female 85.95
L220142 4150/AFB flange - cast aluminum, open, 1" high.................. 30.95
L220143 4150/AFB flange, cast aluminum, 4 hole, 1" high................. 30.95
L220133 Dominator flange - 4 hole, billet, 1" high............................... 94.95
L220136 Dominator flange - open, henolic, 1" high............................. 33.95
NOTE: Sold each.

Includes: Quick change fuel bowls, gaskets, washers, seals, fuel bowl plugs 
and jet tool. Features: Allows you to change jets without removing bowls,
available in chrome or classic finish.
L220113 4500 Dominator - classic......................................... set 54.95
L220114 4500 Dominator - chrome........................................ set 94.95
L220115 4150/4160, prim. bowl w/single inlet - classic.......... set 39.95
L220116 4150/4160, prim. bowl w/single inlet - chrome........ set 45.95
L220117 4150, secondary bowl w/single inlet - classic.......... set 36.95
L220118 4150, secondary bowl w/single inlet - chrome......... set 45.95
L220119 4150, secondary bowl w/single inlet no accl pmp - set 36.95
L220120 4150, secondary bowl w/single inlet no accl pmp - set 45.95
L220121 Jet removal tool....................................................... each 11.95
L220122 Fuel bowl plug gask................................................. set 5.95
L220123 Fuel bowl plug (2 pcs)............................................. pair 6.95

L220153

L220129

L220123

L220122

L220121

L220114
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$13.95

STARTING AT

$49.95

$12.95

STARTING AT

$16.40

STARTING AT

$14.95

$8.95

ARP Carburetor Stud Kit

Holley Jet Holder

1971 Carburetor Heat
Insulator Flange

Holley Throttle Linkage Kits

Carburetor Heat 
Insulators

Holley Tools

Carburetor Stud

L220097 - Used to repair stripped fuel bowl screw 
threads in the carb main body.
L220098 - Used for "cleaning up" main jet threads
in metering block.
L220097 (Holley # 26-3)............ set 14.95
L220098 (Holley # 26-1)............ each 37.95

ARP’s carb stud kits feature J-form threads to
resist loosening from vibration. Studs come in
black oxide finish.
CH20035 standard length.......... KIT 13.95
CH20036 with 1" spacer............. KIT 13.95
CH20037 with 2" spacer............ KIT 13.95

This flange fits all ’71 models with 2-barrel 
350s and 400s.
87A0042 ....................................... each 12.95

Correct carburetor stud for Holley carbs with 
open element air cleaner.
DETCS13 ..................................... each 8.95

Contains 20 individual compartments that can 
hold 2 jets. Clear plastic for easy viewing. 
Perfect for the track, or any toolbox.
L220108 (Holley # 20-111)....... each 60.95

L220103 SB, 2x4 tunnel ram,............................................................................................. KIT 159.95
L220105 BB, 2x4 tunnel ram,............................................................................................. KIT 159.95
L220106 BB, 2x4 side mount............................................................................................. KIT 159.95
L220107 Universal 2x4 tunnel............................................................................................ KIT 49.95

$60.95

87A0211
87A0212

L220103

L220097

CH20037

These original GM shields fit between the 
manifold & carburetor.
Applications:
87A0212 - ’70 big-block w/SHP
87A0211 70-72 all Quadrajets... each 34.95
Note: EEC refers to Evaporative Emissions Canister, 
SHP refers to Special High-Performance engine.
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Carb Spacer For Holley B&B Dual-Feed Fuel Line

Quadrajet Carb Spacers Chromed Accelerator
Throttle Cable Bracket Set

Aluminum Carb Spacer

Throttle Cable Kickdown
Bracket

STARTING AT

$14.95

$24.95

STARTING AT

$19.95

$6.95

Made of aluminum w/open center. Fits Spread-bore Quadrajet & Thermo-Quad 
carburetors. Includes all mounting hardware & gaskets.
CH22013 1" tall....................................................................... each 24.95

CH22018 1" open center............................................................ each 19.95
CH22019 1" open w/PCV fitting................................................. each 21.95
CH22020 1" 4 hole w/PCV fitting............................................... each 29.95
CH22021 2" open center............................................................ each 29.95
CH22022 2" 4 hole center.......................................................... each 34.95

 

This fuel line features 3/8" stainless steel tubing with brass tube nuts and stainless steel connection fittings. 
The tubing resists bending and twisting, and all stainless pieces are electro-polished for a long lasting 
shine. 3/8" hose to Holley double pumper, 9-5/16" center-to-center.

 
 

CH24350 ......................................................................................................................... each 26.95

This quality chrome-plated cable bracket set for  small-block Chevys may be used
with either round or square mounts. You do not have to remove the carburetor to
install. Allows full adjustment. For models with TH350 transmissions, you’ll also 
need the #TD09757 trans kickdown bracket.
TD09756 all small block............................................................ KIT 9.95
NOTE: To be used with cable linkage.

This chrome-plated bracket is to be used with the #TD09756 throttle cable
bracket if you have a TH350 transmission. 

TD09757 ................................................................................. each 6.95

Phenolic plastic spacer fits Holley 4-barrel carbs. 
Includes gaskets, studs, nuts and washers.

 

CH22014 1" open center.................... each 14.95
CH22015 1" 4 hole center.................. each 14.95
CH22016 2" open center.................... each 16.95
CH22017 2" 4 hole center.................. each 19.95

$26.95

CH22014

Die-cast aluminum spacer  for square-bore carbs comes complete with gaskets, 
studs, nuts, and washers.

CH22021

$9.95
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1970-72 Choke Kits

1970-72 Accelerator Return 
Springs

$29.95

STARTING AT

$6.95

Carburetor-To-Gas Pedal
Lever Cable

1970-72 Accelerator Cable 
Bracket

Braided Stainless Throttle & Kickdown Cable

$23.95

$59.95

STARTING AT

$18.95

These are original GM, new in the sealed package. 

PP00057 70-72 w/4-bbl 350............................................... 27.95

PP00055 70-72 BB/4-bbl, 21 X 31/3.................................. 23.95
PP00056 70-72 SB/2-bbl................................................... 27.95

PP00058 70-72
each

each
each

eachBB hi perf cable........................................ 27.95
NOTE: BB= big block, SB= small block.

Braided stainless steel throttle cable 24". Kickdown cable fits SB Chevy (carbureted) with TH350.
CH22090 throttle................................................................................................................................................................................................... each 59.95
CH22091 kickdown............................................................................................................................................................................................... each 59.95

Applications:
KM02070: Fits 69 350 & 396 (exc spec HP), 70 396, 400 & 454 
(exc spec HP), and 71-72 all 4-bbl (exc spec HP).
KM02019: Fits 70-72 special hi-perf big-blocks factory equipped 
with Holley carbs.

KM02070 70-72
.................................................................

each 24.95
KM02019 70-72

................................................................. 
each 18.95

 

Complete choke actuator kit includes heat activated spring, rod and cover 
along with all brackets & hardware. 
DECS40B 70-71 BB w/holley............................................. each 29.95
DECS41B 70-72 BB w/Q-JET............................................ each 29.95
NOTE: #DECS39B & #DECS40B are for models with option. PZ50018 uses DECS39B  

Correct accelerator return springs feature OEM-style ends and color markings 
if applicable. Applications:  PPR2088 - All engines 
DETS70A 70-72 big block.................................................. each 6.95
PPR2088 70-72 all............................................................ each 7.49

PP00057

CH22091CH22090

KM02070

DECS43B

PPR1617

STARTING AT
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Russell Fuel Pump-To-Carb Kit

Russell Fuel Pump-To-Carb Kit
Using -8 Dual Inlet Kits

Russell -6 Dual Inlet Carb Kit
For Holley

Russell -8 Dual Inlet Carb
Fuel Line Kit

 Russell -8 Dual Inlet Carb Kit
With Built-In Fuel Filter Fuel Line

Designed to replace your original fuel line. Includes carb bowl fitting, fuel pump 
adapter, two full-flow hose ends and a pre-cut length of -6 Pro-Flex hose.
CH24321 2-1/2 ft. w/4-bbl carb.................................................. KIT 47.50

Designed to be used with -8 Dual Inlet Kits. Extra adapters are included to 
work with most aftermarket high volume engine mounted pumps. Available 
with 4 feet of ProFlex or Twist-Lok Hoses.
CH24319 ProFlex..................................................................... KIT 54.95
CH24320 Twist-Lok.................................................................. KIT 43.95

Fully assembled kit includes -6 ProFlex stainless steel braided hose with
anodized AN fittings, -6 male NPT inlet, fuel bowl washers and a 3/8" NPT 
inlet. Comes drilled and tapered with a 1/8" pipe plug which can be removed 
to install an optional 0-15 psi fuel pressure gauge. Fits all Holley dual-feeds 
except 4010 and 4011.
CH24322 without gauge........................................................... KIT 49.95
CH24323 with gauge................................................................ KIT 69.95

Made for dual-feed Holley carburetors (except 4010 and 4011) without gauge,
 -8 blue. Twist-Lok hose and Twist-Lok hose ends, -8 male inlet, 1/8" female 
pipe port for optional fuel pressure gauge, and fuel bowl washers.
CH24324 ............................................................................... each 69.95

Includes built-in billet aluminum competition fuel filter with a reusable 40 micron 
stainless steel disc-type element. Supplied with 1/8" NPT female port and pipe 
plug for optional fuel pressure gauge line. Features -8 stainless steel braided 
hose and inlet fitting for maximum fuel flow up to 130 GPH. For use with all 
dual-feed Holley carbs with 7/8"-20 inlet (except 4010/4011).
CH24326 ................................................................................ each 119.95

$47.50

STARTING AT

$43.95

STARTING AT

$49.95

$69.95

$119.95

CH24323
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EDELBROCK PERFORMER PRO-FLO EFI SYSTEM FOR SMALL BLOCK CHEVY      
This complete system includes intake manifold assembled with fuel rails, injectors, air valve with throttle sensor, idle air control and pcv port. Kit also includes fuel pump, fuel
filter, fuel line, fuel clamps, fuel pressure regulator, oxygen sensor, calibration module, system computer,wiring harness, distributor conversion kit, and ignition amplifier. System 
is designed for non-emission small-block Chevrolets 1986 and earlier without center bolt heads. Designed to work with mild camshafts, 9.5:1 compression, and up to
350-400 HP. Features Edelbrock designed 2-barrel air inlet valve that flows 750 cfm and allows for more efficient runner layout that delivers more torque and better driveability. 
System is complete and includes all necessary hardware and instructions. 
CH20377 (Edel. # 3503)............................................................................................................................................................................................ KIT  2047.95

EDELBROCK PERFORMER RPM PRO-FLO EFI SYSTEM FOR SMALL BLOCK CHEVY

 

This System is designed for high-performance street or race small-block Chevrolets in the 450-500 HP range. Has same features as the Performer Pro-Flo as above, except 
his system uses a taller manifold allowing for more horsepower in the higher RPM range. Also features Edelbrock-designed 4-barrel air inlet valve that flows 1000 cfm.
System is complete and includes all necessary hardware and instructions. 
CH20378 (Edel. # 3500)............................................................................................................................................................................................. KIT  2204.95

EDELBROCK PERFORMER RPM PRO-FLO EFI SYSTEM FOR BIG-BLOCK CHEVY
This system has same features as Performer RPM Pro-Flo small-block system as above. Designed for non-emission high-performance street or race big-blocks using oval
port Edelbrock or factory Chevrolet cylinder heads. Can handle 600+HP and  7000 RPM.
System is complete and includes all necessary hardware and instructions.
CH20379 (Edel. # 3550)............................................................................................................................................................................................ KIT  2410.95

Edelbrock Pro-Flo EFI Systems

STARTING AT

$2047.95

CH20378
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Edelbrock Performer RPM
Quadrajet Carburetor

Edelbrock Q-Jet Series Carburetor

Edelbrock Thunder Series
AVS Carburetors

STAGE I: Rochester carburetors are rebuilt to restore factory performance.
They are completely disassembled, and cleaned. The casting plugs are
sealed with epoxy to prevent leaks. All circuits are sized and calibrated and
checked for proper jets, primary metering rods and secondary metering rods.
They are then reassembled using the highest-quality components with a new
float, choke pull off and bronze-bushed throttle shafts.
STAGE II: has all the features of Stage I plus fully recalibrated idle, off-idle,
main, accelerator pump and high-speed circuits to match engine modifications
such as intake, headers, ignition or cam changes. This carburetor features
improved idle, instant throttle response and maximum torque and horsepower
for street or strip.
C990114 70-77 stage I.....................................................   349.95
C990115 70-77

each
eachstage II....................................................   359.95

The new Edelbrock Thunder Series AVS (Air Valve Secondary) carbs are a
leap ahead in carb performance. With the new Qwik-Tune adjustable
secondary air valve you can fine tune the opening rate to match your engine’s
requirements. You can delay or speed up the opening with just an adjustment
without having to change any parts. Another outstanding feature is the dual
fuel inlet capability that helps prevents fuel starvation in corners and on hard
launches. Check out the new dual feed fuel line that bolts right on to the
Thunder carb. The front of the Thunder carbs have been CNC-machined and
the throttle lever and adjustment hardware have black accents for a new,
distinctive appearance. These powerful and dependable carbs are available
in 650 and 800 cfm capacity.
CH25469 650 cfm (manual choke) (Edel. # 1805)..............   329.95
CH25470 800 cfm (manual choke) (Edel. # 1812)..............   369.95
CH25503

each
each
eachdual feed fuel line (Edel. # 8132)........................    59.95

This is a street legal carburetor that is also legal for IHRA Stock and Super
Stock classes. Electric choke, 850 CFM carb for 500+ horsepower engines
with large, spread-bore manifolds. Calibrated for use with the Performer Q-Jet
manifold. Has a .149"-diameter needle and seat assembly to provide enough
fuel flow to support high horsepower engines. One totally unique feature is an
adjustable cruise air/fuel ratio for part throttle calibration.
CH23727 (Edel. # 1910)..................................................... each   513.95

This 795 CFM carburetor was designed for 1975-85 305-454 vehicles with hot
air style choke. 50-state legal, engineered and calibrated to stock specs. Has
all required vacuum ports. Terrific design for drivability and optimum fuel economy.
CH23728 (Edel. # 1903)...................................................... each   505.95
NOTE: Not compatible with stock egr or computer controlled vehicles.

$505.95
$513.95

STARTING AT

$329.95
STARTING AT

$349.95

Streetmaster Rochester
Quadrajet Carburetors

C990114
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Edelbrock 600 CFM Carburetors

Edelbrock 750 CFM Carburetors

STARTING AT

$234.95

STARTING AT

$489.95

Recommended for most Performer applications. The manual choke version
is calibrated for performance, while the electric choke is designed for maximum
fuel economy. Both come with timed and full vacuum ports for ignition advance.
Manual choke: Metering jets: Primary .100, Secondary .095
Metering rods: .070 x .047, Step-up spring: Orange (5" Hg)
Electric choke: Metering jets: Primary .098, Secondary .095
Metering rods: .075 x .047, Step-up spring: Yellow (4" Hg)
G980021 70-77 manual choke (Edel. # 1405)....................   234.95
G980022 70-77

each
eachelectric choke (Edel. # 1406).....................   237.95

Recommended for most Performer applications. Manual choke is calibrated
richer for maximum performance, the electric choke is calibrated for maximum
fuel economy. both include timed and full vacuum ports for ignition advance.
Manual choke: Metering jets: Primary .113, Secondary .107
Metering rods: .071 x .047, Step-up spring: Orange (5" Hg)
Electric choke: Metering jets: Primary .110, Secondary .107
Metering rods: .075 x .047, Step-up spring: Orange (5" Hg) 
G980023 70-77 manual choke (Edel. # 1407)..................   245.95
G980024 70-77

each
eachelectric choke (Edel. # 1411)...................   282.95

L201344 70-77 800 CFM w/manual choke (Edel. # 1412).... each   293.95
L201345 70-77 800 CFM w/electric choke (Edel. # 1413).... each   314.95

Manufactured in the USA with all new components. The Edelbrock Q-Jet can
be also be used to replace stock Rochester Quadrajets. These Q-Jets are
compatible with all stock linkage and components for the years listed, and
will fit stock intake manifolds. The Q-Jet carbs may be used with a
street legal/stock replacement Performer manifold.
Divorced choke 4MV Q-Jet Series: Main jet: .069, Metering rods: Primary-36B,
Secondary-DR, Compatible with EGR
Electric choke M4M Q-Jet Series: Main jet: .073, Metering rods: Primary-50M,
Secondary-DR, Compatible with EGR
L201253 70-73 750 CFM w/divorced choke (Edel. #1901).. each   489.95
L201254 74-77 750 CFM w/divorced choke (Edel. #1902).. each   493.95
NOTE: The M4M Quadrajet Series Carburetor is not for computer controlled vehicles. 

Designed for small cubic-inch applications. Includes both timed and full vacuum
ports for ignition advance. Manual choke can be converted to electric.
Metering jets: Primary .086, Secondary .095, Metering rods: .073 x .047,
Step-up spring: Orange (5" HG)
G980020 70-77 (Edel. # 1404)...........................................   238.95each

$238.95

Edelbrock 500 CFM Carburetor

Edelbrock 800 CFM Carburetors

The Performer Series 800 CFM carb has a manual choke and a high capacity
accelerator pump. It has the same superior features as the rest of the Performer
Series line. Features include: bolt-on performance, no "failure-prone" power valves
and a two-piece design with no gaskets below the fuel level for easy adjustments
without removing the carb. Like the 800 CFM manual choke, the new electric
choke carb is engineered for large displacement and street high-performance
engines. Features include: 1.750"-diameter throttle bores, high-flow primary
tubes and a high-capacity, positive displacement accelerator that delivers
outstanding performance.

STARTING AT

$293.95STARTING AT

$245.95

Edelbrock Quadrajet Carburetors

L201253

G980023

G980024

L201344

G980022

G980020CH20372
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Edelbrock Performer Series
Metering Rods

Edelbrock Performer Series
Carb Calibration Kits

Edelbrock Performer Series
Metering Jets

$6.95

$3.95
CH23776 .077 .......................................................     3.95
CH23777 .080 .......................................................     3.95
CH23778 .083 .......................................................     3.95
CH23779 .086 .......................................................     3.95
CH23780 .089 .......................................................     3.95
CH23781 .092 .......................................................     3.95
CH23782 .095 .......................................................     3.95
CH23783 .098 .......................................................     3.95
CH23784 .100 .......................................................     3.95
CH23785 .101 .......................................................     3.95
CH23786 .104 .......................................................     3.95
CH23787 .107 .......................................................     3.95
CH23788 .110 .......................................................     3.95
CH23789 .113 .......................................................     3.95
CH23790 .116 .......................................................     3.95
CH23791 .119 

each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each 
each
each
each
each
each
each.......................................................     3.95

CH23745 .057 x .049................................................. pair    6.95
CH23746 .058 x .052................................................. pair    6.95
CH23747 .060 x .052................................................. pair    6.95
CH23748 .060 x .057................................................. pair    6.95
CH23749 .062 x .052................................................. pair    6.95
CH23750 .063 x .037................................................. pair    6.95
CH23751 .063 x .047................................................. pair    6.95
CH23752 .065 x .037................................................. pair    6.95
CH23753 .065 x .042................................................. pair    6.95
CH23754 .065 x .047................................................. pair    6.95
CH23755 .065 x .052................................................. pair    6.95
CH23756 .065 x .057................................................. pair    6.95
CH53757 .067 x .049................................................. pair    6.95
CH23758 .067 x .055................................................. pair    6.95
CH23759 .068 x .042................................................. pair    6.95
CH23760 .068 x .047................................................. pair    6.95
CH23761 .068 x .052................................................. pair    6.95
CH23762 .068 x .057................................................. pair    6.95
CH23763 .070 x .037................................................. pair    6.95
CH23764 .070 x .042................................................. pair    6.95
CH23765 .070 x .047................................................. pair    6.95
CH23766 .070 x .052................................................. pair    6.95
CH23767 .070 x .057................................................. pair    6.95
CH23768 .071 x .047................................................. pair    6.95
CH23769 .073 x .037................................................. pair    6.95
CH23770 .073 x .042................................................. pair    6.95
CH23771 .073 x .047................................................. pair    6.95
CH23772 .073 x .052................................................. pair    6.95
CH23773 .075 x .037................................................. pair    6.95
CH23774 .075 x .042................................................. pair    6.95
CH23775 .075 x .047................................................. pair    6.95

Made so you can fine tune your carburetor
for maximum performance.
CH23744 - For Edelbrock #1404 (OPGI #G980020)
CH23743 - For Edelbrock #1405 (OPGI #G980021)
CH23742 - For Edelbrock #1407, 1412 & 1413 (OPGI#G980023, L201344 & L201345)
CH23741 - For Edelbrock #1411 (OPGI #G980024)
CH23744 (Edel. # 1486)........................................................ KIT   49.95
CH23743 (Edel. # 1479)........................................................ KIT   54.95
CH23742 (Edel. # 1480)........................................................ KIT   49.95
CH23741 (Edel. # 1489)........................................................ KIT   42.95

CH23743

STARTING AT

$42.95

Edelbrock Performer Series
Square-Bore Carb Rebuild Kit

Includes all the parts and gaskets necessary to rebuild an Edelbrock
square-bore carburetor.

 

CH23738 (Edel. # 1477)........................................................ KIT   35.95

$35.95
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Edelbrock Performer Series Carb
Accelerator Pump Kit

Edelbrock Performer Series
Square-Bore Carb Gasket Kit

Edelbrock Performer Series Carb
Replacement Air Horn Gaskets

Edelbrock Performer Series Carb
Replacement Needles & Seats

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95
Includes 2 floats, 2 pins, and float setting gauge.
CH23740 (Edel. # 1469)........................................................ KIT    9.95

Kit includes accelerator pump, spring, and cup assembly. 
CH23739 (Edel. # 1470).......................................................... KIT     9.95

5/8"- 20, 3/8" nipple
CH23737 (Edel. # 1497)........................................................ each    9.95

CH23736 .0935 diameter (Edel. # 1498)................................. pair   12.95
CH23807 .110" diameter (Edel. # 1466).................................. set     9.95

Includes all the gaskets for square-bore carburetors, plus air horn and
carb-to-manifold gasket.
CH23735 (Edel. # 1472)........................................................ set    8.95

Replace damaged gaskets to keep your carb in superior working condition.
Includes 5 gaskets.

 

CH23734 (Edel. # 1499).......................................................... set     9.95

$9.95

STARTING AT

$9.95

$8.95

Edelbrock Performer Series
Carb Replacement Fuel
Inlet Fitting

Edelbrock Performer Series
Carb Float Kit

CH23807
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Edelbrock Stainless Steel
Fuel Lines 

Edelbrock Performer Series
Carb Idle Mixture Screw Set

Edelbrock Manifold Heat
Insulator Gaskets

STARTING AT

$14.95

Edelbrock Performer Series
Carb Fuel Line & Filter Kit

Edelbrock Performer Carb
Chromed Steel Fuel Line

$34.95

This fuel line and filter is designed for Edelbrock Performer series carbs.
Includes a chromed, hard steel line, and Russell fuel filter.
CH23732 (Edel. # 8134)...................................................... KIT   59.95

Pre-fitted stainless lines connect the fuel filter to any fuel pump with 3/8" NPT outlet. 
CH23730 small block (Edel. # 8123)..................................... each   37.95
CH23731 big block (Edel. # 8124)........................................ each   39.95
NOTE: Use only with #8134 (fuel line & filter kit) 

This chromed steel fuel line has a 3/8" barbed end with no fuel filter. 
CH23729 (Edel. # 8126)...................................................... each   34.95 CH23792 - For square-boreheat ins.   

CH23793 - For divided square-bore (.320" thick)   
CH23794 - For square-bore (.320" thick)           
CH23792 (Edel. # 9267)........................................................ each   21.95
CH23793 (Edel. # 9266)........................................................ each   15.95
CH23794 (Edel. # 9265)........................................................ each   14.95

Will adapt Performer or AFB carburetor inlet to -6 AN line. Fitting is a -6 AN
on one side and 5/8"-20 thread on the other.
CH23801 (Edel. # 8087)...................................................... each   10.95

Includes a pair or idle mixture screws and springs for all Edelbrock Performer
Series carbs.
CH23802 (Edel. # 1496)........................................................ set     7.95

$7.95

STARTING AT

$37.95

Edelbrock Performer Series
Carb -6 AN Fitting

$10.95

$59.95

CH23730

CH23793
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Edelbrock Choke Cap Kit Edelbrock Inverted
Flare Fitting

Edelbrock Step-Up Spring
Assortment

Edelbrock Accelerator
Pump Nozzles

Edelbrock EGR Adapter

$10.95

$11.95

Includes choke cap, gaskets, 3 screws and 3 locking tabs. 
CH23803 (Edel. # 1474)........................................................ KIT   24.95

Fitting has 5/8"-20 thread on the carb side and a 3/8" inverted flare on the inlet
side for either a steel or aluminum hard line.
CH23804 (Edel. # 8090)........................................................ each   11.95

 

CH23805 (Edel. # 8089)........................................................ each   10.95

This adapter will reposition the EGR valve to allow installation of 1400 series carbs
without the use of spacers. Designed for use on 3706 and EDL-3706 manifolds.
Comes with bolts and gaskets.
CH23806 (Edel. # 1476)........................................................ KIT    44.95

Made for square-bore Performer carbs, and comes with 5 pair of step-up
springs. Includes one pair of 3" HG (blue), 4" H (yellow), 5" HG (orange),
7" HG (pink) and 8" HG (plain). Change your fuel curve and the rate of fuel
enrichment.
CH23808 (Edel. # 1464)........................................................ set     5.95

Includes .024", .033" and .043" nozzles and gaskets. 
CH23810 (Edel. # 1475)........................................................ set    23.95

$23.95

$44.95

$5.95

Fitting can be rotated 360 degrees and allows you to aim your fuel inlet
towards the front or rear of the carb for clearance under a drop base air
cleaner.

Edelbrock Banjo Fitting

$24.95
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Edelbrock Q-Jet Choke Kits

Edelbrock Q-Jet Bolt Kit

Edelbrock Q-Jet Rebuild Kit

$39.95
Edelbrock Q-Jet Choke Caps

Edelbrock Quadrajet Adapter 
& Fuel Kit

$129.95

$4.95 $49.95
This kit includes all the necessary hardware to add an Edelbrock Performer
Series carb to a stock Quadrajet manifold.

 

CH23811 (Edel. # 2697).......................................................... KIT   49.95

Kit consists of an oxygen sensor/bung, wiring harness, and calibrated electronic display. Display indicates
air/fuel ratios from 12 to 15:1. Can be used as a tuning tool to guide fuel adjustment and jetting or improve
ignition spark advance curves.
CH23733 (Edel. # 6593).....................................................................................................   each   129.95
NOTE: Some welding required. NOTE 2: When installed per the instructions, when the engine is running, the actual air/fuel ratio is displayed.

CH24014 - For Edelbrock #1903 (OPGI #CH23728)     
CH24013 - For Edelbrock #1904 & 1910 (OPGI #L201255 & CH23727) 
CH24014 (Edel. # 1995)........................................................ each   21.95
CH24013 BB (Edel. # 1996).................................................. each   31.95

CH24018 Divorced style - SB (Edel. # 1931)........................ KIT 21.95
CH24017 Divorced style - BB (Edel. # 1935)........................ KIT 23.95
CH24019 SB hot air choke w/ 1930...................................... KIT 68.95
CH24020 BB hot air choke w/ 1934...................................... KIT 52.95

Includes all hardware necessary to mount Q-jet carb to manifold.
CH24021 (Edel. # 1925).............................................................. KIT    4.95

Designed for ease of installation, includes all of the parts and gaskets necessary
to rebuild your carburetor. CH24022 - For use with Edelbrock #1904
(OPGI #L201255) CH24023 - For use with Edelbrock #1901 & 1902
(OPGI #L201253 & L201254)
CH24022 (Edel. # 1921).......................................................... KIT   39.95
CH24023 (Edel # 1920)........................................................... KIT   39.95

STARTING AT

$21.95

STARTING AT

$21.95

Edelbrock Air/Fuel Ratio Monitor

CH24022

CH24014
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Edelbrock Microswitch & Bracket

Edelbrock Throttle
Cable Adapter

Edelbrock Throttle
Rod Shoulder Stud

Edelbrock Divorced-Style
Choke Rod

Edelbrock Adjustable Dual-Feed
Fuel Line Kit

$4.95

STARTING AT

$25.95

$8.95

$5.95

Automatic choke rod, divorced-style for use with Q-jet carbs. CH24016 is for use
with manifold #7104 (OPGI #M980004); CH24015 is for use with manifold #7164
(OPGI #M980Q10)
CH24016 SB (Edel. # 9172)................................................... each     8.95
CH24015 BB (Edel. # 9178)................................................... each     8.95

This adapter allows you to mount an Edelbrock Performer or other square-bore
carburetor to any manifold with a spread-bore style mounting flange. 
CH24012 (Edel. # 2696)....................................................... each   34.95

Fits all Holley dual-feed carbs. The Braided Steel Dual-Feed Fuel Line Kit is
made from aircraft quality buna-n-neoprene hose encased in a braided
stainless steel sheath. Temp, gas, and oil resistant. Inlet from pump made 
for 3/8" NPT fitting. The fuel line is adjustable between the carburetor bowls
from 7 1/2" to 11 1/2". Includes 1/8" pipe fitting and plug for fuel pressure
gauge. Hose nipple not included.   

 

CH24009 each(Edel. # 8101).......................................................    49.95

Kit will help hook up your gas pedal to carb on 1978 and later vehicles.
Includes a threaded stud, flat washer, lock washer and cotter pin. 
CH23995 (Edel. # 8009)....................................................... KIT     4.95 CH23992 (Edel. # 9141).......................................................... each     5.95

Designed especially for Edelbrock and Holley carbs, these kits inclued a snap-action
microswitch, mounting hardware and a CNC-machined, red anodized billet aluminum
bracket. Throttle activated switch (12-volt) used to provide 12-volts to anything you
would like to be throttle activated such as nitrous systems or trans kickdown.
CH24216 Edelbrock Performer Series Carbs (Edel. # 72280).. KIT 25.95
CH24217 Holley std flange carbs (Edel. # 72282).................... each 29.95

$49.95

Edelbrock Four-Hole 
Square-Bore-To-Spread-Bore
Adapter

$34.95

CH24216

CH24217

CH24016
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Barry Grant Road Demon 
625 CFM Carburetor

Barry Grant Speed Demon
Carburetors

Barry Grant Speed Demon 650
Crate Engine Carburetors

Barry Grant Mighty Demon
Carburetors

$499.95

$319.95

STARTING AT

$399.95

STARTING AT

$413.95

Because these carbs use the most 
advanced design and manufacturing 
processes, they are the most formidable street performance carburetors 
offered today. They’re calibrated to work with camshafts having 220-240 
degrees of duration at 0.050" valve lift and offer exceptional fuel metering 
capability. They work on 307-502 cubic-inch engines and are available in 
both mechanical and vacuum secondary versions. The vacuum secondary 
versions also come with an electric choke. Other outstanding features include:
-Billet baseplate
-Four-corner idle circuitry
-Power valve backfire protection
-Quick-change vacuum secondary spring cover
-"Quik Release" non-stick gasket
-Vacuum fittings
-Billet metering blocks
-Large capacity float bowls
CH25075 650 cfm (mechanical secondary) (BG# 1282010) each 439.95
CH25076 650 cfm (vacuum secondary) (BG# 1282090VE). each 399.95
CH25077 750 cfm (mechanical secondary) (BG# 1402010) each 439.95
CH25078 750 cfm (vacuum secondary) (BG# 1402010VE) each 399.95
CH25079 850 cfm (mechanical secondary) (BG# 1563010) each 439.95
CH25080 850 cfm (vacuum secondary) (BG# 1563010VE) each 399.95

The Mighty Demon mechanical secondary carburetor is available in 650, 750,
825, and 850 cfm for a variety of high output and race engine applications.
This carb has many standard features that you usually only get on a 
high-dollar, modified carb. It is calibrated to work with engines having a 
camshaft with up to 260 degrees duration at 0.050" valve lift, large volume
heads, high compression, and single-plane intake manifolds.
Other outstanding features include
-Dual fuel inlets
-Replaceable air bleeds
-4-corner idle adjustment
-Billet baseplate
-Built-in power valve blowout protection
-Billet metering blocks with tuneable jets
-Patented concentric venturies
-Replaceable idle feed restrictors
CH25067 650 cfm (BG # 5282010GC).............................. each 499.95
CH25068 750 cfm (BG # 5402010GC).............................. each 499.95
CH25069 825 cfm (BG # 5423010GC).............................. each 499.95
CH25070 850 cfm (BG # 5563010GC).............................. each 499.95

This carb is ideal for a mildly modified engine having a small camshaft
(220-240 degrees duration at 0.050" valve lift), stock heads, dual-plane
intake manifold, and small-tube headers. The Road Demon 625 provides 
smooth operation with great off-idle throttle response and it comes with 
vacuum secondaries and an electric choke. Other outstanding features 
include:
-Power valve backfire protection
-Four-corner idle circuitry
-Billet metering blocks
-Vacuum fittings
-Large capcity fuel bowls
-Billet metering blocks
-Dual-feed fuel inlet -Most common tuning parts interchange 
from other manufacturers (jets, gaskets, etc...)
CH25081 vacuum secondary, electric choke (BG# 428010VE) each 319.95

Proven more powerful 
than a 750 cfm carb on 
crate engines!

This carb is calibrated to work with the 330 hp and ZZ4 small-block crate
engines available from GM Performance Parts. In dyno tests, the 650 cfm 
Crate Engine Demon carb made more torque and horsepower than a 750 
cfm carb. They’re available with either mechanical or vacuum secondaries, 
and the vacuum secondary version comes with an electric choke.
Other outstanding features include:
-Billet baseplate
-Hi-flow choke tower housing
-Large capacity float bowls
-Quick-change vacuum secondary spring cover
-Power valve backfire protection
-Large glass float level sight windows
-"Quik-release" non-stick gaskets
-Four-corner idle circuitry
CH25071 Vortec 330-HP (mechanical secondary) (BG# 128010C330) each 453.95
CH25072 Vortec 330-HP (vacuum secondarY) (BG# 1282010VEC330) each 413.95
CH25073 ZZ4 (mechanical secondary) (BG# 1282010CZZ4)................ each 453.95
CH25074 ZZ4 (vacuum secondary) (BG # 128210VECZZ4).................. each 413.95

CH25077

CH25068

CH25074

CH25081
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Because the Road Demon Jr. carbs were designed to work on smaall or slightly
modified engines using some of the most advanced manufacturing techniques
available today, they’re considered the perfect street carburetor with crisp
throttle response, easy of tuning, and good performance and fuel economy.
Available in all three sizes (525, 625, and 725 cfm) to fit almost any stock,
or slightly modified engine from V6 all the way up to 500 cubic inches. Some
of the outstanding features include:

    - Vacuum secondaries                                                    
    - Concentric venturii                                                   
    - Float bowls with patented sight glasses to check fuel level           
    - Built-in power valve blowout protection                               
    - Detailed tuning manual                                                
    - Common parts interchange with otu manufacturers; jets, power valves, gaskets, etc....  
    - Available in Manual or Electric chokes                                

CH25943 525 cfm - Electric choke....................................... each   269.95
CH25944 625 cfm - Electric choke....................................... each   269.95
CH25945 725 cfm - Electric choke....................................... each   269.95
CH25951 525 cfm - Manual choke....................................... each   259.95
CH25952 625 cfm - Manual choke....................................... each   259.95
CH25953 725 cfm - Manual choke....................................... each   259.95
CH25954 Electric choke kit................................................... KIT    51.95
CH25955 Manual choke kit................................................... KIT    39.95
CH25956 Inlet fitting 3/8" hose barb..................................... each    18.95
CH25957 Inlet fitting -6AN.................................................... each    18.95

Barry Grant Road Demon Jr.
Carburetor

Barry Grant Jet Extensions

Barry Grant Carburetor 
Inlet Fitting

Barry Grant Carburetor 
Rebuild Kits

STARTING AT

$25.95

STARTING AT

$259.95

STARTING AT

$16.95

STARTING AT

$10.95

Jet extensions help keep the jets in the rear fuel bowl covered with gasoline
so there is no fuel starvation on hard launches. You can purchase the jet
extensions by themselves, or you can buy a jet extension kit that includes
jet extensions and a clearanced nitrophyl float. This allows full travel of
the float and no possible interference with the jet extensions, allowing
proper operation of the needle and seat. Works great on a high-performance
street or drag car. 
CH25084 (BG # 120001)........................................................ pair 16.95
CH25085 kit w/clearance float (BG # 120099)....................... KIT 29.95

Includes detailed instructions and power valves      

The standard rebuild kit has all the seals, gaskets, and o-rings for a complete 
overhaul of your Demon or Holley carb. The master rebuild kits include all the 
parts in the standard rebuild kit, plus all new screws and hardware to totally 
renew your four-barrel carb. All rebuild kits include red non-stick gaskets and 
are available for vacuum and mechanical secondary Demon and Holley 
carburetors.

 

CH25101 vacuum secondary (BG # 190003)...................................... KIT 25.95
CH25102 mechanical secondary (BG # 190004)................................ KIT 32.95
CH25103 mechanical secondary (master rebuild) (BG# 195004)....... KIT 62.95
CH25677 vacuum secondary (master rebuild kit) (BG# 195003)........ KIT 62.95

CH25095 -10AN O-ring seal to -10AN fitting (BG# 140012)............. each 12.95
CH25096 -8AN O-ring seal to -10AN fitting (BG# 140014)............... each 15.95
CH25097 filter adapter (BG# 140019).............................................. each 15.95
CH25098 -8AN to 9/16-24 Demon inlet fitting (BG# 142111)........... each 11.95
CH25099 -6AN to 9/16-24 Demon fitting (BG# 142113)................... each 10.95

CH25084

CH25103

CH25096CH25097CH25095
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CH25108 (BG# 140011).................................................................................. each 54.95
CH25109 (BG# 140020).................................................................................. each 44.95
CH26012 (BG# 140050).................................................................................. each 79.95
CH26013 (BG# 140051).................................................................................. each 79.95
CH26014 (BG# 140060).................................................................................. each 55.95

CH25104 (BG# 140005).................................................................................. each 79.95
CH25105 (BG# 140006).................................................................................. each 79.95
CH25106 (BG# 140007).................................................................................. each 79.95
CH25107 (BG# 140009).................................................................................. each 54.95

-8AN Standard 4500 models w/ fuel bowl extensions (Pushlock hose)
-6AN 9/16-24 (-6AN or 3/8 hose) fits Claw & Demon carb. (Stnless)
-8AN Standard 4150 models (3/8" NPT end) (Stainless hose)
-8AN Standard 4500 models or 4150 w/ bowl extensions (3/8"NPT end)
-8AN Standard 4150 models (3/8" NPT end) (Pushlock hose)

-8AN Standard 4150 models (-8 AN end) (Stainless hose) 
-8AN 9/16-24 fits Claw & Demon carburetors (Stainless hose)
-8AN 4150 model w/ fuel bowl extensions or 4500 (-8 AN end) (Stnless)
-8AN Standard 4150 models (-8 AN end) (Pushlock hose)

(BG# 140011)
(BG# 140020)
(BG# 140050)
(BG# 140051)
(BG# 140060)
*Pushlock- Nylon inner structure with rubber outer shell
*Stainless- Stainless steel wire braid with protective outer covering

(BG# 140005)
(BG# 140006)
(BG# 140007)
(BG# 140009)

Barry Grant Carburetor Inlet Kits

CH25104

STARTING AT

$44.95

Barry Grant Fuel Systems 
Pressure Regulators

Barry Grant Billet Y-Blocks

Barry Grant 2-Port Regulators 
Fitting

STARTING AT

$104.95

$8.95

Barry Grant Tunnel Ram 
Linkage Kits

Barry Grant Diaphragm Bypass
Fuel Log

$129.95

STARTING AT

$23.95

$219.95

When you’re running a tunnel ram with dual fours, proper throttle operation
is crucial. These tunnel ram linkage kits feature all premium parts and have
accomplished for maximum performance. The best available!
CH25117 262-400 (BG # 160001).................................... KIT 129.95
CH25118 396-454 (BG # 160002).................................... KIT 129.95

This high volume, bypassing gasoline fuel log, must be used when running 
a 15 psi fuel pump. which prevents gasoline from spilling into the engine 
through the carburetor due to high fuel pressure blowing the needle off the 
seat. This diaphragm bypass fuel log returns excess gasoline to the fuel tank 
when the preset pressure is reached. For gasoline applications only. To 
connect the fuel log to your carburetor, use two dual-feed fuel inlet fittings 
OPG #CH25675 for Demon carbs and OPG #CH25676 for Holley carbs.
CH25119 (BG # 170031).................................................. each 219.95
CH25675 BG -8AN swivel inlet (BG # 140024)................ each 17.95
CH25676 Holley -8AN swivel inlet (BG # 140023............. each 14.95

The 2-port adjustable regulator (OPG #CH25121) works great on a single four-barrel
carb with dual fuel inlets and is made to handle up to 650 hp. The 4-port adjustable
regulator provides outstanding fuel pressure stabilization on a multiple carb
application, such as a tunnel ram. Both regulators have excellent flow ratings and
maintain constant pressure settings and respond rapidly to varying fuel supply 
demands on the street & track.
CH25120 4-port (BG # 170023).................................................... each 218.95
CH25121 2-port (BG # 170025).................................................... each 104.95

Aluminum with anodized finish. Special radiused fitting with large inside dimension
required for Barry Grant 2-port regulators. 
CH25116 -8AN to 1/2" NPT (BG # 140013)..................................... each 8.95

Precision machined billet aluminum

These finely-crafted fuel distribution Y-blocks come in a variety of inlet  & outlet 
size combinations. Each Y-block has countersunk mounting holes and has a 
1/8" NPT pressure gauge outlet. 
CH25113 3/8" NPT inlet/outlet (BG # 170026)................. each 23.95
CH25114 1/2" NPT inlet/outlet (BG # 170027)................. each 23.95
CH25115 1/2" NPT inlet 3/8" NPT outlet (BG # 170037).. each 25.95

CH25117

CH25119

CH25120

CH25113
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Front OM Brake Lines OM Front-To-Rear Fuel Lines

Brake and Fuel LinesBrake and Fuel Lines

These are pre-bent, complete sets. They are higher than the industry standard
and are made with updated state-of-the-art manufacturing.                   
MKT7001 70   W/power disc (5-pcs)............................... set   59.95
CKT6901 70-72 Standard drum (6 pcs)............................. set   64.95
MKT7102 71-72 W/power disc (4-pcs)............................... set   64.95

FRONT STAINLESS STEEL BRAKE LINES      
These are pre-bent, complete sets in durable, heavy-duty, premium stainless 
steel.                                                                      
ST06901 70-72 All w/standard drum (6-pcs)..................... set   99.95

FRONT-TO-REAR OM BRAKE LINES          
These are pre-bent to original specifications.                              
IN07131 70   hardtop w/drum........................................ each   49.95
IN07021 70   Disc.......................................................... pair   49.95
IN07131 71-72 Disc.......................................................... each   49.95
NOTE: This item is OVERSIZED and requires an additional freight charge of   
$14.95 each.                                                                

FRONT-TO-REAR STAINLESS STEEL BRAKE LINES    
These are pre-bent to original OEM specifications. Features high-quality    
stainless steel tubing.                                                     
SN07131 70   hardtop w/drum........................................ each   64.95
SN07021 70   Disc.......................................................... pair   64.95
SN07131 71-72 Disc.......................................................... each   64.95
NOTE: This item is OVERSIZED and requires an additional freight charge of   
$14.95 each.                                                                

OM REAR AXLE BRAKE LINES              
RA06803 70-72 ................................................................. pair   26.95

STAINLESS STEEL REAR AXLE BRAKE LINES  
SA06803 70-72 ................................................................. pair   39.95

OM VAPOR RETURN LINE SETS             
These sets include the following:                                           
Long line that runs parallel to brake line (connecting to the vapor tank)  
Short pieces at rear of vehicle                                      
CT20160 70   (3-pcs)...................................................... set 34.95
CT20161 71-72 (3-pcs)...................................................... set 34.95
NOTE: This item is OVERSIZED and requires an additional freight charge of   
$14.95 each.                                                                

STAINLESS STEEL VAPOR RETURN LINE SETS 
CT20162 70   (3-pcs)...................................................... set 44.95
CT20163 71-72 (3-pcs)...................................................... set 44.95

These are pre-bent to original GM specifications.                           
MGL7001 70-72 3/8" main line.............................................. each   59.95
MGL7002 70-72 1/4" return line............................................ each   59.95
NOTE: This item is OVERSIZED and requires an additional freight charge of   
$14.95 each.                                                                

OM FUEL PUMP-TO-CARBURETOR LINE SETS  
Original steel tubing is featured in these pre-bent to original             
specifications carburetor lines.                                            
P007005 70   LS5 396/350hp w/long fuel pump............... each   19.95
P007006 70   LS-6 w/short pump..................................... each   49.95
P007007 70   LS-6 w/long pump w/block 3 pcs................ set   59.95
PL07001 70-72 3/8" main line, Monte.................................. each   64.95
P007101 71-72 402 4bbl...................................................... each   19.95
P007102 71-72 350 4bbl 270 hp.......................................... each   19.95

STAINLESS STEEL FUEL PUMP-TO-CARBURETOR 
LINE SETS                              
Z007005 70   LS5 396/350hp w/long fuel pump............... each   24.95
Z007006 70   LS-6 w/short pump..................................... each   59.95
Z007007 70   LS-6 w/long pump w/block 3 pcs................ set   59.95
Z007101 71-72 402 4bbl...................................................... each   24.95
Z007102 71-72 350 4bbl 270 hp.......................................... each   24.95

COMPLETE FUEL PUMP-TO-CARBURETOR LINE KITS  
These OM steel (not stainless) line kits come complete with all lines, fuel
blocks & brackets necessary.                                                
GL0160A 70   LS6/L78 w/long fuel pump..........................    56.95
GL0170A 70   LS6/L78 w/short fuel pump.........................    56.95

FUEL PUMP-TO-CARBURETOR LINE BRACKETS  
AND BRACES                             
This is the hardware necessary to correctly mount original fuel lines.      
GL3800A 70   LS6/L78 fuel line bracket............................ each   12.95
TLB0038 70   402/375, 454/450 hp "T" block................... each   29.95

OM TRANSMISSION COOLER LINES          
All transmission cooler lines come with correct double clips and original   
steel tubing. These exact reproductions come in pairs. Big-block vehicles   
with headers may need to modify the lines to fit.                           
MTC7001 70-72 Powerglide.................................................. pair   39.95
MTC7003 70-72 TH350......................................................... pair   44.95
MTC7005 70-72 TH400......................................................... pair   44.95
C678901 70-72 Powerglide (2-pcs.)..................................... pair   44.95
C678903 70-72 TH350 (2-pcs.)............................................ pair   44.95
C678905 70-72 TH400 (2-pcs.)............................................ pair   44.95

STAINLESS STEEL TRANSMISSION COOLER    
LINES                                  
A007001 70-72 Powerglide, Monte...................................... pair   74.95
A007003 70-72 Turbo 350, Monte....................................... pair   74.95
A007005 70-72 Turbo 400, Monte....................................... pair   74.95
A678901 70-72 Powerglide (2-pcs.)..................................... pair   74.95
A678903 70-72 Turbo 350 (2-pcs.)...................................... pair   74.95
A678905 70-72 Turbo 400 (2-pcs.)...................................... pair   74.95

STARTING AT

$19.95

STARTING AT

$26.95




